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Discussions : 5 Messages : 9. Latest: Leaving Feedback after buying or selling to another
member Joeychgo , Oct 14, Website Suggestions and Questions This is the place to post
questions and suggestions about the website. Off Topic Forums. Discussions : 6, Messages : ,
General Discussion Forum for general discussion and other non automotive stuff. No political
discussions please. Discussions : 27, Messages : , Latest: SNOW! You must be a Politics Forum
Member to View. Discussions : â€” Messages : â€”. Mopar Guy Stuff. Racers Hangout
Discussions : 3, Messages : 66, Discussions : 2, Messages : , Discussions : Messages : 17,
Shop, Garage and Tools Building a garage? Want to ask about which tool is better? Looking on
information about your home shop? All kinds of DIY info here! Mopar Events, Meets, Car Shows
This section is for posting information about car shows, meetings, racing events, etc.
Discussions : 1, Messages : 14, DeltaV , Feb 20, at PM. Latest: Inferior aftermarket stuff!! Latest:
Who sells LED bulbs for the interior? Kern Dog , Feb 22, at PM. Fuel and Air Systems
Discussions : 1, Messages : 17, Latest: Fuel pump push rod big block ss , Feb 22, at PM. Latest:
Fan Clutch Rebuild - Who? Interior Discussions : 2, Messages : 21, Mopar Exhaust Systems
Wondering what to do with your Mopar exhaust system? Got a a problem with your exhaust or
are you considering a new exhaust? This is the place to talk about it at. Discussions : Messages
: 6, Talk about it here Discussions : Messages : 5, Latest: 5. Latest: Vinyl top? Latest: Constant
project 41 , Feb 22, at AM. Latest: Something you don't see everyday on a Magnum YY1 , Feb 10,
A12 Mopar Discussions Discussions : Messages : 5, Daytona - Superbird Forum Discussions :
Messages : 5, How about a whole automobile? Mechanical Parts Got mechanical parts you want
to sell? Post your ad here FREE! Discussions : 10, Messages : 34, Latest: 26" champion radiator
Ramjam77 , Feb 22, at PM. Exterior Parts Got exterior Mopar parts you want to sell?
Discussions : 9, Messages : 28, Interior Parts Got interior Mopar parts you want to sell?
Discussions : 6, Messages : 20, Discussions : 3, Messages : 13, Latest: stroked top notch build
pro-streeter , Feb 20, at PM. Wanna sell some? Here is the place!!! Discussions : 1, Messages :
5, Discussions : 5, Messages : 41, Why not post your need here? One of our other members
may have an extra one they will sell you! Discussions : 14, Messages : 65, Discussions :
Messages : 3, List it here! Got a TV or computer you want to sell? Or anything else for that
matter, sell it here! Discussions : 1, Messages : 4, Latest: Early max wedge specs manual gtx ,
Feb 22, at AM. Vendor Forums Forums for our advertisers to discuss their products.
Performance Suspension Technology PST offers a complete line of Front End Rebuild Kits that
save time and money by providing a complete, all-in-one package. We also offer sway bars,
custom springs, shocks, motor and transmission mounts, KYB shocks, disc brake kits, engine
kits, weatherstrip kits, and much more. Discussions : 89 Messages : 1, Save money by taking
advantage of buying Factory Direct! Lowest prices are guaranteed. Discussions : 24 Messages :
PhoenixGraphix , Feb 16, at AM. Laysons We are pleased to provide you with quality restoration
parts for your project. Discussions : 19 Messages : Rick Laysons , Nov 23, Our Mopar Catalog is
well over pages in length. Latest: Poor customer service! Cold Case Aluminum Radiators Our
goal is simple. At Cold-Case, we want to make aluminum performance radiators and
accessories available and affordable to everyone. We specialize in the Muscle Car market. From
the s all the way to present day, you will find Cold-Case radiators on American built muscle.
Discussions : 8 Messages : Latest: I just bought 2 Cold Case radiators. BluePrint Engines
BluePrint Engines builds high-performance crate engine to replace your tired old factory
engine! These crate engines are high-performance drop-in engines, sometimes called stroker
engines or stroker motors. In all cases, these engines offer substantially more horsepower than
the factory original. Discussions : 4 Messages : Year One Discussions : 10 Messages : Latest:
Brake Rotors Doug Dye , Oct 3, Restoration Parts and Materials We are here to help you in all of
your restoration needs. Our passion is to assist you in preserving and enjoying all that these
machines have to offer. Visit us at restorationpartsandmaterials. Woodruff Carburetor
Specialties Woodruff Carburetor Specialties for all of your carburetor restoration needs. At
Woodruff Carburetor Specialties we specialize in a variety of auto repair services, including
carburetor restoration, carburetor rebuild, and carburetor performance services. Latest: Holy
grail Thermoquad betmarkllc , Jan 23, This modern power steering box bolts directly to the
stock k-frame and fits to your stock pitman arm. Bergman Auto Craft Bergman Auto Craft is
dedicated to the the design and manufacture of quality, modern components for classic,
muscle-era vehicles. We restore drivability and confidence in your specialty vehicle.
Discussions : 16 Messages : Forum Statistics. Discussions: , Messages: 2,, Members: 32, Latest
Member: kelvin hazel. Log in Your name or email address: Password: Forgot your password?
Click Here. Welcome to our site! Please take a moment and Register today! This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
More Went for a drive today Apr 16, 1. Messages: Likes Received: My kids baked some cookies

today. We decided to deliver them to grandma and grandpa as a surprise. Our route takes us by
this big grass field in what is otherwise the normal suburbs of the Sacramento region. She just
digs the car culture and I think these pictures speak for themselves iPhone 11, no filters
applied. Last edited: Apr 16, Like x 29 Thanks! Apr 16, 2. Like x Apr 16, 3. Apr 16, 4. And she did
also add her own artistic twist: I am one lucky dad! Like x 12 Agree x 6. Apr 16, 5. Messages: 12,
Likes Received: That rocks! Apr 17, 6. Very nice!! Apr 17, 7. Messages: 25, Likes Received:
Awesome pics! Apr 17, 8. Messages: 5, Likes Received: Great pictures! Great how the angular
lines aim toward the horizon and new adventures! GREAT that you helped the grandparents
have a nicer time, too! Apr 17, 9. Messages: 52, Likes Received: Very nice pictures! The girl is
talented! Apr 18, Messages: 94 Likes Received: Great job to your daughter! Thanks for all the
likes and compliments. My daughter is really enjoying this medium. If you like it, post your own
pic and she will give it a go. Be safe, stay healthy! Apr 19, Messages: 4, Likes Received: Like x 2
Thanks! Sep 18, My daughter is continuing to feel out her artistic outlets and enjoys our '68 as
her muse. Big props to the folks who found her products on the RedBubble website. She is
open to designing more grill artwork like the one below. If you are fond of a particular year, post
a straight on pic of the grill here and she will make that her next piece. I will post a note on this
thread when it is up on the RedBubble site. Like x 2. Oct 10, Messages: 19 Likes Received: Love
it. Oct 11, I live about an hour and fifteen minutes south of Sacramento and even though I have
lived here for almost 20 years, the reality is I don't know a lot about the areas around
Sacramento. Yesterday, a group of friends and I took a drive up through the Delta and wound up
in a little place named Clarksburg, at the Old Sugar Mill. It is a collection of local wineries in an
old sugar mill, and some of them are really good. It was a great drive along the River I had never
even heard of Ryde before, either and we all had a truly great time. I am guessing you know
about it but if you don't, I can whole-heartedly recommend it. Like x 3. Oct 12, I know the place.
Years ago the department I worked in held a retreat at the Sugar Mill. I and another friend in the
department were responsible that year for organizing the Retreat.. Needless to say, the venue
was a big success, as was the caterer we hired for the event. One of my sons also got married
there and was a beautiful wedding scene. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Log in Your Username or email address: Password: Forgot your password?
Ignore Threads by Nobita. Welcome to our site! Please take a moment and Register today! The
Chrysler B platform was the basis for rear-wheel drive Chrysler cars from through All of the
B-body cars in a given model year for either make were built upon the same chassis. However,
the outward design differed between makes. The Plymouth B-body series ultimately comprised
four cars with nearly identical outward appearances differing only in trim package, drive train
and accessories. The Superbird was a Road Runner with an extended nose and a high-mounted
rear wing. It was the only Plymouth B-body that looked essentially different from the others.
There was more diversity in the outward appearance of the Dodge B-body series. The Charger
Daytona was a Charger with an extended nose and high-mounted rear wing. Welcome to FBBO!
Replies: 0 Views: 1. Replies: 0 Views: Ramjam77 Feb 22, at PM. Replies: 2 Views: Replies: 9
Views: Fuel pump push rod big block ss , Feb 22, at AM. Replies: 3 Views: Gas Tank Out! Where
to get parts? Replies: 5 Views: Replies: 7 Views: Replies: 1 Views: Stroked Feb 22, at AM.
Replies: 10 Views: David Womby Feb 22, at PM. Leaving Feedback 4 speed , Feb 22, at AM.
Durandal25 Feb 22, at AM. Who sells LED bulbs for the interior? Kern Dog , Feb 22, at AM.
Replies: 13 Views: Inferior aftermarket stuff!! MoparGuy68 , Feb 21, at PM. Moparparts Feb 21, at
PM. Replies: 17 Views: Replies: 4 Views: Scott Engelhardt , Feb 21, at PM. Replies: 14 Views:
Scott Engelhardt Feb 22, at AM. Log in Your name or email address: Password: Forgot your
password? Click Here. Welcome to our site! Please take a moment and Register today! This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn More Non C Body Stuff for Sale. For Sale Want to trade for a B-Body? Dec 7, 1. Messages:
7 Likes Received: 6. Contact Seller Any C-Body trades out there? Was throwing around the idea
of getting into another project. New wheels, brand new tires, full rebuilt brakes, new gas tank,
fuel pump, new radiator, intake manifold gaskets done, other odds and ends I've fixed. Solid
body, quarters are a little rusty but they're still there. Overall very solid car, runs and drives.
Located in Delaware. Might be able to add cash on my end for something I really want. Send me
a message. Like x 2 Thanks! Dec 7, 2. Messages: 2, Likes Received: Not the same, but had to
post it. Dec 7, 3. Messages: 5, Likes Received: Dec 7, 4. Dec 8, 5. Messages: 1, Likes Received:
What do you feel your Coronet is worth? Dec 8, 6. Messages: 25, Likes Received: Like x 1. Dec
8, 7. Dec 8, 8. Like x 2. Dec 8, 9. Dec 8, Frank, you have to give an idea what you feel your car is
worth so that others can see if they are in the same ball park.. If you think your car is worth
10G's and someone interested feels their car is only worth 3G's then a trade isn't likely So if you
think your car is worth say about 4G's, and the other person feels theirs is worth about 4G's

then something might happen Also remember,, what one person finds value in another may not
feel the same.. For instance, the roof of your car.. You may feel it adds value but most are going
to find it to devalue the car So the point is,, a stated dollar value will start the ball rolling Agree x
2 Thanks! Messages: 13, Likes Received: I hate to say it, but the value of that car is based more
around what the front fenders, floor pans, grille, bumpers, deck lid, trunk pans etc. Get some
idea what that is, and that can get you close. That may actually be worth more than it would be
as a 4 door driver that doesn't share parts. May not too I don't know. That's not a put down of
the car at all I'd drive the snot out of it if it were mine. Nothing wrong with a 4 door b-body. They
do a lot of things right and can be a lot of fun. I'm not a fan of those guys that feel the need to
add scoops etc. Agree x 1. Show Ignored Content. Log in Your Username or email address:
Password: Forgot your password? Ignore Threads by Nobita. Welcome to our site! Please take a
moment and Register today! Fuselage Years. Dec 30, 1. Messages: 9 Likes Received: Hello, I
have a Chrysler and a Imperial that have heating and ac issues. I have had them to mechanics
here in the Palm Springs area but I think these are just too complicated or different for them. I
am looking for someone in the SoCal area that knows these cars mechanically and electrically
to work on them. Any advice is greatly appreciated! Photos of the needy attached! Like x 6
Thanks! Dec 30, 2. Messages: Likes Received: Like x 1 Agree x 1. Dec 31, 3. Messages: 6, Likes
Received: It sounds like you might have auto-temp systems on both of them. Nice looking
vehicles Agree x 3. Dec 31, 4. Messages: 58 Likes Received: Grtz, Pieter. Jan 6, 5. Jan 6, 6.
Thank you. The issue with the is I have air and heat, however the blower motor only work on AC,
does not blow when heat selected. Many mechanics have tried to sold. For a year! For the
imperial, it has air temp 1, did work briefly. Im told its a check valve but I don't want to take it to
someone that is guessing and have the same fate befall it where its away for many months. Jan
6, 7. For the 69 that apparently does not have autotemp 1 you are very lucky because those
systems usually can not be fixed there could be an issue with the control switch behind the
pushbuttons. I would think that would be a good place to start with a new or nos one. A
competent technician should not have much problem replacing the unit. It consists of removing
an ash tray, the radio and then reaching up in the dash area and removing and replacing the
control switch. However, before launching into replacing the control box under the hood or the
amplifier above the glove box, I would suggest you actually do replace the check valves in the
system, as if any one of those fails, the system will shut down. In the hose bundle just under the
dash panel, you will find most of them. Just remove and replace each one since after all these
years they are all bad or soon will be. Then retry to operate the system. You can do this
yourself. If your control unit under the hood has a red round body on it black on top with a
bunch of hoses connected to it, I would suggest you replace it anyway even if it does work
because it won't be long before the housing will crack and leak coolant and you might miss the
car overheating and ruin the engine. The replacement units are fairly expensive but worth it
because they have aluminum bodies instead of the red plastic ones from the factory that are
junk. The aluminum housings will not crack. Performance Analysis Company makes them with
the aluminum housing that will not crack and they will even provide support to customers who
need assistance in getting their systems to work. Also I would recommend buying a new
amplifier at the same time. Here is their contact information: Performance Analysis Co. They
can also likely supply the check valves for your system or suggest where you can acquire them.
There are still shops that will service R12 systems - if you do not have one out in your area,
there is one in the Ontario area that does. R12 isn't cheap, but neither are rebuilt compressors
and even those much of the time are junk to begin with. Good luck! Last edited: Jan 6, Like x 1.
Jan 10, 8. Jan 10, 9. Thank you very much. I think this is helpful. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Log in Your Username or email address: Password: Forgot
your password? Ignore Threads by Nobita. Welcome to our site! Please take a moment and
Register today! Mopar Parts and Cars Wanted. Dec 16, 1. Messages: 34 Likes Received: Contact
Seller First off all, please know that i understand what i am asking. I may be new to the site, but
not clueless. I know that i am not alone in thinking s and imperials from around are beautiful.
Here is the deal. My driving days may be limited due to having 2 cornea transplants. I can still
see, so I want to make the best of it every day by driving something that makes me smile when I
see it. I have owned many nice cars, all of which I just kinda stumbled across. The list has cars
from every decade since the 30s, but is predominantly mopars, none were cream puffs except
for a 64 imperial, some decent drivers. I have wanted a 2 door with hideaway headlights since
the late 80s. No problem, I thought, I find all sorts of stuff, so when the time comes i will snag it
up. Well, I blew through my 30s, then 40s, and still no has fallen into my lap. Other cool stuff,
but no I am stubborn, and hate asking for help, but I guess it is time. Last april I was at a good ol
boys place, bought some old flatheads, other motors and stuff, and a 2 door 73 newport with
Couldnt pass it up because I was able to flip the junk and basically get my newport for nothing.

Like it, like the rear end styling, but I have to be honest about the grille, it just doesnt do it for
me like the 70 and 71 s. So, on with the hunt. Then, found the 71 fury cop car I have posted on
this site. I totally love the look and would cruise it every day. However, the more and more I
learn how uncommon it is, it would be a crying shame if it was wrecked. I cant make it my daily
driver. This brings me to where I am at. Looking for a big C body 2 door with hideaway
headlights. Again, people laugh as they read that and say "join the crowd". I am not looking for
a cream puff. Faded and weathered is OK. Since they are the top of the heap and pricey, a roller
is fine and in the range I am looking. I have s around and can get one on the road. My hunt
continues, any help from this group would be appreciated. Like x 2. Dec 17, 2. Messages: Likes
Received: Sorry to hear about the health issues Hopefully, another member here already knows
of a nice 2dr for you Dec 17, 3. Right on, thanks. Dec 17, 4. Messages: 4, Likes Received: I know
what your saying, I have been working on two for the past 10 years and now I'm pushing 60 with
some mobility issues and haven't driven either one yet. What's your price range? Does it have
to be a '71? Would a '69 through '71 should fill bill? Does it matter, convertible or coupe?
Several rollers have passed through here in the last month. If you want turn key, there are two
Hurst models and a convertible on eBay right now. They have been there a while, a bid or an
offer might get them for less. Good luck with the search! Dec 17, 5. I am not locked on a I think
the hideaway grilles are great. An imperial or for that time frame would scratch the itch I have.
Of course i would take a convertible if I found one, but am really picturing a 2 dr HT. Price is
hard to nail down with condition and all. Like I said, a roller, no engine is fine. A little quarter
rust is fine. If the floors are completely missing I would pass, unless it has good parts to finish
off a decent body. You guys know all this, it totally depends on the situation. Short version is
this, I want to save a little and shop on the project side of things, not spend big money for
someone else's work. Like x 1. Dec 17, 6. Messages: 3, Likes Received: I know one. Not a cream
puff outside, but the interior is in excellent shape. Great color combo. I passed on it because it
was bit too rusty and would have needed a repaint for me to be happy. That car is not being
advertised and is not local to you, so PM me if you want me to connect you with the owner. Like
x 3. Dec 23, 7. Agree x 1. Show Ignored Content. Log in Your Username or email address:
Password: Forgot your password? Ignore Threads by Nobita. Welcome to our site! Please take a
moment and Register today! Dec 24, 1. Messages: 36 Likes Received: 5. I'm working on getting
a New Yorker coupe on the road after being abandoned for 40 years! Fortunately it was left in a
dry desert climate, so rust wasn't too big of an issue with this car. The motor is seized up, and I
have since unbolted the extras to have just the motor itself so I can send it out for a rebuild.
That being said - I do not trust this radiator and I am looking to find a quality, new radiator for
this beautiful car! I don't care wether its aluminum or not. I just want something that will bolt
right up. I'm 19 and this is the first car I've ever worked on. What radiators are you using in your
cars? I just need to know if it will bolt right up and if I can use the same kind of hoses for the
stock radiator I bought new hoses for it. Dec 24, 2. Messages: Likes Received: Why not just take
your current radiator to a shop and have it cleaned and tested. Unless there is obvious bad
damage, that would be far cheaper than a new one and you know it would bolt right in. Just my
thoughts. Merry Christmas. Agree x 7 Like x 1. Dec 24, 3. Dec 24, 4. These guys do wonderful
work but not the cheapest Like x 1 Agree x 1. Dec 24, 5. Messages: 3, Likes Received: Also Ccas
Cold Case Radiator is a vendor on this site and may have some options. I am a purest so I went
with a re-core. Like x 1 Thanks! Dec 24, 6. Like x 1. Dec 25, 7. Dec 25, 8. Agree x 1. Dec 25, 9. Dec
28, Messages: 93 Likes Received: Good advice from everyone in this topic! There is no right or
wrong answer. It depends on your situation. Going for originality? On a very tight budget?
Driving it a lot? A little? Look at all your options. The best option for your situation will bubble
to the top. I answered your PM just now. Sorry it took so long. We were closed for the holidays
and while I normally still answer PM's and e-mails, I was traveling most of the weekend. Dec 29,
Messages: 1, Likes Received: What size is your old radiator? It depends on whether you want
maximum bang for the buck, or the highest of high end stuff. Messages: 4, Likes Received:
Messages: 13, Likes Received: I see you just placed an order, but just to show another option,
the Spectra CU is a good option too. I have one in my '70 Stock shroud will fit this and will bolt
in with zero issues. Like x 5. Dec 30, If you have the tank number I may have an original useable
one. Messages: 24 Likes Received: 8. Interesting post - I have an original radiator and shroud
used of course from a Imperial LeBaron. It came with an engine I purchased. Assume for sake of
discussion that it is pressure tested and leak free - what would those be worth? I'm not going to
use it but it doesn't make sense to get it tested if it's not going the be worth the cost You must
log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Log in Your Username or email address:
Password: Forgot your password? Ignore Threads by Nobita. Welcome to our site! Please take a
moment and Register today! Latest: Members Garage? Strobo , Feb 7, General Forums.
Welcome Wagon Welcome to the site! Please introduce yourself here! Discussions : 1,

Messages : 6, General Non Automotive Discussions Forum for general discussion, news and
other non automotive stuff. Discussions : Messages : 15, Latest: this is what i'm busy with
aspenrt , Feb 18, at AM. Latest: Help about engine conversions! Oldiron , Feb 22, at AM. Latest:
New stereo system in doba Slodoba , Feb 14, Police Cars Police vehicles have special needs
and restorations. SO this forum is dedicated to those special needs of our classic law
enforcement vehicles. Discussions : 52 Messages : Latest: Crazy Cop Car Carnage.
Mikes5thAve , Jan 25, Latest: Swap questions. SRTMirada , Feb 15, Discussions : Messages : 2,
Latest: Get yours conserved Duke5A , Feb 22, at AM. Engine Swaps Looking to swap? The ins
and outs of big block or slant six to small block engine swaps for your FMJ Body Discussions :
44 Messages : Discussions : Messages : 4, Post what you want here, maybe someone can help
Discussions : Messages : 1, Other Stuff For sale Got something for sale that doesnt fit into on of
the other forums? Toss is in here! Discussions : Messages : Ads on other Sites This is the
forum for Craigslist, eBay and other ads you have come across. Discussions : Messages : 1,
Vendor Forums. Performance Suspension Technology PST offers a complete line of Front End
Rebuild Kits that save time and money by providing a complete, all-in-one package. We also
offer sway bars, custom springs, shocks, motor and transmission mounts, KYB shocks, disc
brake kits, engine kits, weatherstrip kits, and much more. Discussions : 17 Messages : Save
money by taking advantage of buying Factory Direct! Lowest prices are guaranteed.
Discussions : 9 Messages : Cold Case Aluminum Radiators Our goal is simple. At Cold-Case,
we want to make aluminum performance radiators and accessories available and affordable to
everyone. We specialize in the Muscle Car market. From the s all the way to present day, you
will find Cold-C
first act guitar wiring diagram
2005 chrysler pacifica thermostat replacement
audi cvt fluid
ase radiators on American built muscle. Discussions : 1 Messages : Woodruff Carburetor
Specialties Woodruff Carburetor Specialties for all of your carburetor restoration needs. At
Woodruff Carburetor Specialties we specialize in a variety of auto repair services, including
carburetor restoration, carburetor rebuild, and carburetor performance services. Latest: Some
of what we do Woodruff Carbs , Feb 21, This modern power steering box bolts directly to the
stock k-frame and fits to your stock pitman arm. Discussions : 5 Messages : Bergman Auto
Craft Bergman Auto Craft is dedicated to the the design and manufacture of quality, modern
components for classic, muscle-era vehicles. We restore drivability and confidence in your
specialty vehicle. Discussions : 0 Messages : 0. Contains no messages. Discussions: 9,
Messages: , Members: 2, Latest: Larry. Staff Online:. Log in Your name or email address:
Password: Forgot your password? Welcome to our site! Please take a moment and Register
today!

